Infor Infopoint Transaction Processing

Do business better
Today’s increasingly complex banking environment
requires you to cope with an expanding array of new
equipment and services, as well as with new Federal
Reserve pricing for services. To reduce risk and
improve performance, you need an innovative,
proactive approach to daily internal control. For many
financial institutions, the greatest opportunities for
operational improvement lie in transaction processing.
When you streamline item processing operations and
improve collection of transit checks, you’re building a
foundation for sustainable, long-term growth in
revenue, earnings, and market share.

Leverage experience
Infor™ Infopoint solutions help you extend the
effectiveness of your core banking applications
throughout your organization for the benefit of every
department and every customer. Built on decades of
experience in creating financial management systems,
the Infor Infopoint Transaction Processing suite helps
banks work more efficiently, accurately, and profitably.
Our quarter century of experience in developing
solutions for every type of bank means that you can
have confidence that you’ve trusted your critical
transaction processing to systems that have withstood
the test of time.

Get business specific
The Infor Infopoint Transaction Processing suite helps
you rise to the challenges of today’s volatile banking
environment. This comprehensive solution
consolidates capture, reconciliation, distribution,
reporting, and sorting of all input for maximum
efficiency and control, resulting in significant reduction
of operating costs. Any high-volume deadline-driven
financial system depends on a well supported
processing infrastructure for efficient performance
without errors.

Extend your Infopoint system to keep
ahead of today's complex banking
environment by adding Infor Infopoint
Transaction Processing.

Infopoint Transaction Processing makes the cost of
preventing errors even lower than the cost of
correcting those errors. This solution delivers
operational excellence to your financial institution
through a combination of powerful modules, including:
Infor Infopoint SuperMICR
The Infor Infopoint SuperMICR family of solutions offers
a comprehensive range of features for online item
capture, distribution, reporting, and sorting in order to
reduce processing expenses, increase operating
control, improve personnel productivity, and analyze
float. As a result, you’ll gain more effective use of
equipment, improved clerical productivity, lowered item
costs, enhanced audit features, comprehensive restart
and recovery, increased processing security, and
maximized float management.
Infor Infopoint SuperMICR POD
The Proof of Deposit processing features include
capture, reject re-entry, online reconciliation, cash
management, application file extract, and reporting.
Infor Infopoint SuperMICR Multi-sort
This comprehensive bulk file system features exception
item pull, cycle sort, group sort, statement sort, and fine
sort. It also provides online tracking of all MICR
documents that have been bulk filed.

Infor Infopoint SuperMICR Image Link
This module includes interfaces and support for many
different image capture devices and systems. Itinterfaces
with NCR ImageMark POD and drives IBM 3897 image
capture in conjunction with Fiserv CheckImage
Management System (CIMS), Metavante Vector Capture
for Prime Pass, and Software Earnings Image Archive
Exchange.
Infor Infopoint SuperMICR Float Pricing System
This system assigns bank and customer float and item
prices. It also supports unique price tables, float tables,
and deadlines for groups of premium accounts. With
comprehensive reporting and PC-based query into the
float history files, FPS also allows you to post float
adjustments on delayed cash letters.

Additional SuperMICR
Infor Infopoint SuperMICR Gateway
This gateway manages the communication and data
exchange between the SuperMICR host and third-party
applications by performing three essential tasks: It
processes requests from third-party products that require
SuperMICR data and services, provides a point of contact
that allows the SuperMICR host to communicate events
and respond to data or service requests, and allows the
system to connect with future SuperMICR products. In
addition, the gateway supports all ASCII to EBCDIC
translations required for successful data exchange
and processing.
Infor Infopoint SuperMICR Maintenance

• Image capture support with Unisys and NCR sorters
with image camera

A browser-based application, this module maintains all
processing parameters currently supported in the
Infopoint SuperMICR POD capture system. As a
stand-alone application it helps you reduce support costs,
strengthen access and control, increase productivity, and
enhance the overall user experience.

• IBM 3890 and 389x/XP capture

Infor Infopoint SuperMICR Duplicate Check

• Non-MICR capture

Perhaps the biggest challenge with check image
exchange is preventing the presentment of images of
items more than one time. Even though the design of the
X9.37 file includes unique file identifiers that should
prevent processing the same item multiple times, under
real world conditions, items sometimes get duplicated and
accidentally bypass those safeguards.

Infor Infopoint SuperMICR features include:
• Image capture support with IBM 3890/XP with IBM
3897 image camera

• Commingled inclearings and POD
• Online reader / sorter control
• Online reject re-entry, job, block, batch transaction
balancing
• Automatic cash letters
• Balancing reports
• Multi-level transit and endpoint analysis
• Multiple field fine sort
• Image matching and sequence checking
• ItemTrac Vaulting

SuperMICR Item Level Duplicate Check helps you deal
with situations in which a significant number of items have
been duplicated from the source. For example, when a file
is transmitted twice but with two different time stamps, it
can slip through undetected in the consolidation process.
When one of these files is caught in the duplicate check
process, the item can be deleted in SuperMICR.

• Same day float adjustments
• Account level endpoint analysis
• 999 sets of unique float and tier price tables
• Restart/Recovery capabilities
• Intraday cash management
• High and low dollar cutting
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Item Level Duplicate Check will help you to:
• Identify duplicates at the earliest possible point.
• Stop the processing of duplicates on day one.
• Reduce research time identifying duplicates.

Improve operational excellence and
achieve greater accuracy without
compromising accountability.

• Cut time lost in processing returned duplicate items.
• Improve the quality of customer service.

See results now
Infor Infopoint Transaction Processing can help you
improve operational excellence and achieve greater
accuracy without compromising accountability. You'll also
gain the ability to serve customers more efficiently and
build profitable opportunities for expanding those
relationships as time goes on. By extending your Infopoint
system to include the full range of transaction processing
capabilities, you'll preserve the value of your current
system and position your organization for maximum
stability in the years ahead.

Infor Infopoint Transaction Processing
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About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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